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ABSTRACT 
The main result is a Lebesgue-type convergence theorem in the setting of Banaoh 
lattices, of whioh the classical Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem is the 
prime example. It is proved that whenever E ie a Banach lattice which is an ideal 
in a Riesx space M, M having the principsl projection property and the Egoroff 
property, and if a sequence in E is order convergent in M, then the sequenoe is norm 
convergent in E if it is contained in a set of uniformly absolutely continuous norm. 
This result enables one to derive compactness criteria for bounded linear operators 
on Banach lettices. If T: E+F (E, F Banach lattioes) is a norm bounded linear 
operator with T[@ C FM and if U denotes the unit ball of E, then T is compact if 
and only if 
(8) T[ U] is of uniformly absolutely continuous norm; 
(a) For every sequence S C T[U] the band generated by S in Fa is an ideal in a Dede- 
kind complete Riesz space M with the Egoroff property and S has a subsequence 
converging in order in M to an element of M. 
From this theorem all the known compactness criterie for order bounded linear 
operators on Benach lattices can be derived. In particular the well-known compactness 
conditions proved by W. A. J. Luxemburg and A. C. Zaanen (Math. Annalen 149, 
150-180 (1963)) for kernel operators on Banach function spaces are generalized to 
Banach lattices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a Banach lattice which is an ideal in a Riesz space M. By a 
lkbesgue-type theorem we have in mind a theorem providing conditions 
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for a sequence in E which is order convergent in bl to be norm convergent 
in E. If (X, 2, cl) is a u-finite measure space we shall denote the Riesz 
space of y-measurable p-almost everywhere finite functions by M(X, ,u) 
and the space of ,+summable functions by Li(X, p). L1(X, p) is a normed 
ideal in 2M(X, p) and, since pointwise p-almost everywhere convergence 
of a scquencc on X coincides with order convergence of the sequence in 
M(X, p), the classical Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem is the 
prime example of this kind of result. 
Our main theorem is a generalization of a result proved for Banach 
function spaces in [lo] and [Z]. We prove that if a sequence in E is order 
convergent in M, 174 having the principal projection property and the 
Egoroff-property, then the sequence is norm convergent in E if it is 
contained in a set of uniformly absolutely continuous norm. (In the case 
of a Banach function space the above mentioned space M(X, ,u) is super 
Dedekind complete and has the Egoroff-property ([6], theorem 71.6).) 
Conversely, if the norm on E is order continuous, then the condition is 
also necessary. We also show that in Dedekind complete Banach lattices 
sets of uniformly absolutely continuous norm coincide with L-weakly 
compact sets as defined by P. Meyer-Nieberg [7]. 
The applicability of the main result is facilitated by the fact that if 
there exists a strictly positive order continuous linear functional (i.e. a 
strictly positive normal integral) on E, then E is an ideal in an AL-space 
which then plays the role of M. In section 3 we illustrate the usefulness 
of the theorem by deriving compactness conditions for bounded linear 
operators on Banach lattices. From this result we obtain the compactness 
criteria of P. Dodds and D. H. Fremlin [l] and of R. J. Nagel and U. 
Schlotterbeck [S]. Our main theorem in this section is a generalization 
of the compactness conditions obtained by W. A. J. Luxemburg and 
A. C. Zaanen in [4] for kernel operators on Banach function spaces. 
For notation and definitions concerning the general theory of Riesz 
spaces and Banach lattices we refer the reader to [5], [6] and [9]. 
2. CONVERCJENCE THEOREMS 
We recall the definition and a few elementary facts concerning order 
convergence. 
DEFINITION : Let M be a Riesz space. The sequence (f,,) in M i8 8aid 
to converge in order to the element f E M w&never there extits a sequence 
pn 4 0 in Mf mch t?W If -/,,I <Pn hold8 for all ?a. we denote this by f,, --f f 
in 0rd.9. 
If E is an ideal in the Riesz space M and if (fn) is a sequence in E which 
is order convergent in M to the element f E M and if (fn) is order bounded 
by an element g E B+, then f E E and fn -+ f in order in E. 
$&The next result exhibits the relationship between order convergence 
and norm convergence. 
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2.1 PROPOSITION: Let E be a Banach lattice. Every sequence (f,,) in 
E which is norm convergent to an element f E E contains a subsequence 
which icl order convergent to f in E. 
PROOF: If (f,,) is norm convergent it contains a subsequence (f,+) 
satisfying Ilf - fnJ (2-k. The element (p = Em, If - fnkl exists in E since E 
has the Riesz-Fischer property ([5], note VIII). Let pm= x=, 1 f - fnkl, 
m=l, 2, . . . . Then we have p--pm 4 0 in E and If - fn,,,l <p-pm-l. Hence 
(f,) converges in order in E. 
2.2 T~~RE~(LRREsOUE'S DOMINATED O~NVEROENOE THEOREM): Let 
E be a Banach lattice which is an ideal in the Riesz space M and suppose 
that E has order continuous norm. If (fn) is a sequence in E such that f,, -+ f 
in order in M with f E M and if the sequence is order bounded in E, then 
feE and llfn-fll+O as n-+oo. 
PROOF: From the remarks above we have f E E and fn -+ f in order 
in E. Hence there exists a sequence pn 4 0 in E+ such that 1 f - fnj gpn 
holds for all n EN. But then Ilf - f,J < Ilp)n]] 4 0 by the order continuity 
of the norm of E. 
Following Luxemburg and Zaanen we define 
DEFINITION: The sequence (Km) of bands in the Riesz space E is called 
an exhausting sequence of bands whenever the sequence (Kn) is increasing 
and the band generated by all the K, equals E. 
If (LB) is a sequence of bands in E we write L, J 0 if and only if (Lt) 
is an exhausting sequence of bands in E with Lz the disjoint complement 
of L, in E. We also denote the order projection of E onto a projection 
band L by P[L]. If (K R is an exhausting sequence of projection bands, ) 
then it is not difficult to show that for every f E E+ we have 0 < P[K,Jf 1‘ f. 
2.3 LEMMA: Let E be an Archimedean Riem space and En 4 a sequence 
of projection bands in E. Then we have E, 4 0 if and only if nn En= (0). 
PROOF: We note that if { lJn ti} denotes the band generated by all 
the Et, then 
{un~}=(un~)dd=(nn~)d=(nnEn)d (Pi, P. 107). 
Hence if n,, E, = (01, we immediately have 
{U,, E:}=(nn En)d=E. 
Conversely, let E, 4 0 and f E E, for all n. Then we have f E ( nm En)“, 
which implies that f 1 ( nn En)‘= E and hence fin E, = (0). 
2.4 PROPOSITION: Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice with 
continuow dual E’ and order continuous dual E&. Then 
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(a) For every sequence of bands E, 4 0 in E there exists a sequence E,” 4 0 
of bands in E’ such that P’[E,@=P[E,“]+ for all $ E E&. 
(b) For every sequence Ei 4 0 of bands in E’ there exiate a sequence En J, 0 
of band8 in E such that P[E,&g P’[E& for all 4 E (E&)+. 
PROOF : (a) Let E, & 0 be a sequence of bands in E. Then P’[E,J is 
a projection in E’ and 0 < P’[E&< 4 for all 4 E E;. Hence there exists 
a sequence Ei 4 of bands in E’ such that P’[E,] = P[Ei] ([6], theorem 
24.5). Let E,” = Ei n E& and suppose 0 Q I$ E n7e E,“. Then we have for 
all f E E+ that 0 = lim, (P[E,]f, 4) = (f, I$) and hence 4 = 0. Consequently, 
by lemma 2.3, E,” 4 0 and clearly 
P’[E,J#= P[El]$ for all 4 E EA. 
(b) Let EA 4 0 be a sequence of bands in E’ and denote by En the 
carrier band of E,” = EL n E& in E. Since E,” 4 0, i.e. n,, E,” = (01, we 
have nn E,= (0) ([5], th eorem 27.15) and hence E, 4 0 is a sequence of 
bands in E. Applying (a) there exists a sequence G,” 4 0 of bands in E’ 
such that P’[E,& = P[Gr,“]$ for every 4 E E&. 
We observe that E,” C G,” for every n. Indeed, by [5], theorem 27.12, 
we have E, = (OEn”)d and hence (P[E!]f, 4) = 0 for every 4 E El and f E E. 
Consequently, if 4 E El, then 
(f 3 P’L%l$) = OWnIf 9 4) + <PLEdIf 3 #> = <f 9 +> 
for every f E E, which shows that 4 E G,” . For every 4 E (E&)+ we therefore 
have 
+%I4 = P[En”]$ < P[G& = P’[Em]~, 
which completes the proof. 
DEFINITION : Let E be a Banach lattice. .A subset S C E is said to be 
of uniformly absolutely continuous norm (u.a.c. norm) whenever, given E > 0 
and a sequence (E,,) of projection bands with E, 4 0, there exists an index 
N such that llPIEn]fll < E holds for all n > N and for all f E S simultaneously. 
We now come to our main theorem. It generalizes theorem 2.2 and 
also lemma 4.1 of [2]. 
2.5 THEOREM: Let the Banach lattice E be an ideal in the Riesz apace 
M and suppose that M has the principal projection property and the Egoro# 
property. If (f n) is a sequence in E which is order convergent in M to an 
element f E M and if the set S= {f,,: n E N} is of uniformly absolutely 
continuous norm, then we have f E E and [If,,-- fll + 0 aa n --f 00. 
PROOF : (a) Assume that E has a weak order unit v. Since fn + f in 
order in M there exists a sequence un 4 0 in M+ such that If - fnl <urn 
holds for all n. Applying the abstract Egoroff theorem ([6] theorem 74.3), 
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we find a sequence 0 G ek t v with f?k E M+ for all k, such that for k = 1,2, . . . 
the sequence (P[M&&) converges v-uniformly to zero as n + 00. (Here 
Mr denotes the band generated by ek in M). Now ek E E and hence the 
band & generated by ek in E satisfies Bk- E n k!k and (Bk) is an 
exhausting sequence of bands in E ([6], lemma 74.1 and theorem 30.6). 
Consequently, given ES 0, there exists an index N such that llPIBdN]fnll <a/4 
holds for all n, and so also IIP [B”N](~~ -/,,,)/I <a/2 holds for all n and m. 
Moreover we can find an index Ni such that P[MN]( jf-fni) gP[M~lu, G 
< (a/4llv/) v for n> Ni. It follows that IIP[ BN](/~ -fm)ll <e/2 for n, m> N1 
and so 
Ilfn-fmII~II~[~l(f~-fnz)ll+II~[~~l(fn-fm)ll~~ for n, m>Nl. 
The sequence (fn) wi 11 therefore converge to some element g E E. By 2.1 
it has a subsequence order convergent in E (and hence also in M) to g. 
But this subsequence order converges in M to f and so f =g E E. 
(b) In the general case, denote by B the band generated by S. If 
%= sup (Ikl, If2I, -.*, Ifnl), n EN, then O<v, t and the set (vn: nEN) is 
a countable order basis for B. If we denote the principal band generated 
by vn by Bn, we have that (Bn) is an exhausting sequence of projection 
bands for B. Given E> 0, there exists an index N such that 
IIP[Ekl(fn-fAll<42 for n, I E N. 
Applying (a) to the sequence (P [ B ]f ) N A in the band BN and noting that 
the set {l’[B~]f~: n= 1, 2, . ..} is also of u.8.c. norm we get 
IIf’[B~l(f~-f~)ll<~/2 for n, Z>Nl. 
As in (a) we conclude that (fn) is a Cauchy sequence which converges 
in norm to f E E. 
We recall that the subset E” of E, consisting of all elements f E E 
satisfying IfI au, J 0 in E implies ll~~ll 4 0, is a norm closed ideal in E. 
2.6 THEOREM : If (fn) is a sequence in E” which is norm convergent 
to the element f E E” then the set S = {f n: n E N} is of uniformly absohtely 
continuou.8 norm. 
PROOF : Let E > 0 be given and let E, 4 0 be a sequence of projection 
bands. If N is such that IIf - fn\l<e/2, n> N, if 
g= sup (Ikl, . . . . lfiv-ll, Ifl) EE’ 
and if R is such that for k > K we have IIP[Ek]gll <c/4, then we have for 
every n and for every k> K that jIP[&]fnll CE holds. 
2.7 COROLLARY: Let E and M be as in 2.5 and let E have order con- 
tinzcous norm. If fn E E for all n and f,, + f in order in M, then (fn) is norm 
convergent to f if and only if the set S= {f,,: n E N) is of u.a.c. norm. 
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If E is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice and if O<+ is an order 
continuous linear functional on E we denote by (B, 4) the completion 
of the space E/N+ with respect to the L-norm defined by p&) =d(]g]) 
for g E E. (N& denotes the absolute kernel of #, i.e., Nd = {g E E: $(jgl) = 01). 
In the case which we consider the image of E in (E, #) is an ideal in (E, 4) 
([9], IV. 9.3). We denote the continuous canonical map from E into (E, 4) 
by j,. Moreover, if 4 is strictly positive on E, E may be regarded aa an 
ideal in the AL-space (E, 4). 
We recall that a subset A C E, E a Banach lattice, is said to be L-weakly 
compact if it is norm bounded and if ]]fn]] -+ 0 for every disjoint sequence 
(fn) in the positive part of the solid hull of A. (see [7]). 
2.8 PROPOSITION : Let E be a Dedekind complete Banuch lattice. A norm 
bounded subset A C E is L-weakly compact if and only if A is of u.a.c. norm. 
PROOF : Let A be L-weakly compact and let K, 4 0 be a sequence 
of bands in E. Given E> 0, there exists an element g E E”+ such that 
A C f-g, sl+ WM, with v(42) = {f E E: llfjl <e/2} ([7], Satz 11.2). Hence, 
for every f E A, we have IIPIKn]fll Q IIPIKR]gII -t- 42 <E for all n such that 
jJP[K,Jgllgs/2. This proves that A is of u.a.c.norm. 
Conversely, let A be a norm bounded set of u.a.c. norm. The solid hull 
of A has the same property and we therefore assume A to be solid. Also, 
A C E” and so we may assume that E has order continuous norm. Let 
(fn) be a disjoint sequence in A +. The band B generated by (fn) is a 
Banach lattice with weak order unit and order continuous norm. Hence 
there exists a strictly positive order continuous linear functional + E B& 
([5], corollary 35.3) and B is an ideal in the AL-space (B, 4). Now 
(4 4) zs Ll(X, 1~) and the disjoint sequence (fn) in D(X, p) converges 
pointwise ,u-a.e. on X to zero, i.e. it converges in 2M(X, ,u) in order to 
zero. By assumption the set {fn: n EN) CA is of u.a.c. norm in B and 
so by theorem 2.5, llf,Jl + 0 as n -+ 00. Hence A is L-weakly compact. 
For further reference we state the following result, a proof of which follows 
from 2.8 and [7], Satz 11.6. 
2.9 THEOREM. Let E be a Declekind complete Banach lattice. Then 
every norm bounded subeet S C E of u.a.c. norm ie relatively weakly compact. 
3. COMPACT OPERATORS 
In this section E will denote a Banach lattice, P a Dedekind complete 
Banach lattice and P(E, P) the Dedekind complete Riesz space of order 
bounded linear operators from E into F. Every positive operator 0 < T: 
E + F belongs to _EPb(E, F) and is continuous. On the other hand every 
operator in Y*(E, F) can be written as the difference of two positive 
linear operators and is therefore continuous. 
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We formulate the following compactness criterion for norm bounded 
linear operators on Banach lattioes, thereby generalizing theorem 4.2 
of [2]. 
3.1 THEOREM : Let T: E + F be a arm bounded linear operator with 
T[E] C F”. Let U denote the unit ball of E. Then T is compact if and only if 
(a) T[U] is of u.a.c. norm. 
(b) For every sequence S C T[U] the band generated by S in li” is an ideal 
in a Dedekind complete Rimz apace M with the Egorofl property and 
S ha8 a subsequence converging in order in M to an element of M. 
PROOF : By 2.5 the conditions are clearly sufficient. Conversely, let 
T be compact but assume that (a) does not hold. Then there exist a 
sequence K, 4 0 of projection bands, a number E > 0 and a sequence (fn) 
in E with Ilf,Jl<l such that IIP[IGjTf II n >E holds for all n. Since T is 
compact, and T[E] C F” we may assume that llTfn -911 <e/2 for some 
element g E F” and all n >Nr EN. Also, g G F’ and so we have IIPIKn]gIJ < 
< 42 for all n> NZ E N. Hence, for n> N = max (Ni, Nz), we have 
(IPIK,JTfnll G jIPIRn](Tfn -g)ll+ IIP[R,]gII <E. This contradiction shows 
that (a) must hold true. 
To show that (b) holds, denote by B the band generated in E” by the 
sequence S. Then B is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm and 
with weak order unit. Hence there exists a strictly positive linear functional 
4 E Bk and B is an ideal in the AL-space (B, 4) which has the Egoroff 
property. Furthermore S contains a subsequence converging in norm in 
B and hence also in norm in (B, 4). By 2.1 this sequence again has a 
subsequence converging in order to an element of (B, 9). This completes 
the proof. 
Following Dodds and Fremlin [l] we call a linear operator T : E -+ F 
L-weakly compact if T[U] is an L-weakly compact set, U the unit ball 
in E. Also we call a subset A C E PL-compact if S[A] is pre-compact 
in L whenever L is an AL-space and S : E + L is a positive linear operator. 
A linear operator T : E + F is PL-compact if T[U] is a PL-compact set. 
In [l] Dodds and Fremlin proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM : If E and F are Banuch lattice8 of which F has order con- 
tinuous norm, then T: E --f F is compact if and only if T is L-weakly 
compact anti? PL-compact. 
Using proposition 2.8 it is clear that T is L-weakly compact if and only 
if condition (a) of theorem 3.1 holds. The following proposition therefore 
shows that the Dodds-Fremlin result is a corollary to theorem 3.1. 
3.2 PROPOSITION : Let E and F be Banach lattice8 of which F has order 
continuous norm. If the linear operator T: E --+ F ia PL-compact then 
condition (b) of 3.1 hold8 true. 
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PROOF: Let S be a sequence in T[ U], B the band generated in F by 
S and 4 a strictly positive linear functional on B. As in the proof of 3.1 
we need only show that S contains a subsequence which converges in 
(B, 4). To do this, extend + to a positive linear functional on F. Applying 
the definition of PL-compactness it follows that S has a subsequence 
(Tf,) satisfying 4 (1 Z’fs - !i”fnl]) -+ 0 as k, 1 --f 00. Hence (Tfn,) is a 
Cauchy sequence in (B, 4) and our proof is complete. 
We now proceed by generalizing the main result of Luxemburg and 
Zeanen ([4], theorem 7.3). In order to do this, we assume henceforth 
that E’ and F have order continuous norms. We need a few preliminary 
results. 
3.3 LENMA: For a sequence (f,,) in F the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(a) For every sequence F, 4 0 of bands in F we have jJP[F,,]f,,ll + 0 a.% 
n-+00. 
(b) S= {fn: n E N) is a set of u.a.c. norm. 
PROOF: We prove only (a) =+ (b) since (b) * (a) is obvious. Let us 
note first that if (a) is true for (fn) then also for any subsequence of (fn). 
Assume now that (b) does not hold. Then there exist an E> 0 and a 
sequence of bands Fk 4 0 such that for every k there exists an element 
zESwith]]P[F ] I] x z > E. Let n( 1) be the first index such that IIPIFl]fncl,ll > E. 
Since Fk 4 0 and F has order continuous norm there exists an index k(2) 
such that IIP[Fm]ftmll< e. Let n(2) be the first index such that 
IIPIFkctj]fn(zjll 2 E (necessarily n(2) >n(l)). Continuing in this way we obtain 
a subsequence (f%(n) and a sequence F*(j) 4 0 such that IIPIFkU~]fnUjII>e 
for all j. This is a contradiction. 
3.4 LEm: The sequence (4 ,, in E’ is norm convergent to zero if and ) 
only if 
(a) lim, &l(f)=0 for all f E E. 
(b) For every sequence Eii 4 0 of ban&a in E’ we have IIP[E+&(l +- 0 as 
n+=co. 
PROOF: If #n + 0 in norm, then (a) and (b) follow trivially. Conversely, 
let the sequence (I&) in E’ satisfy (a) and (b) but suppose that (+n) does 
not converge in norm to zero. Then there exist an E> 0, a subsequence 
(+rn) and a sequence (fin) in E with llf~,Jl< 1 such that I#ln(fls)j >E for 
all n. Denote by B the band generated by (fls) in E. Then clr has a weak 
order unit 0 <u= & 2-nlfi,l. Let N, denote the null ideal of u in E’ 
and consider the quotient El/N,, which can be associated with the band 
N$ in E’. The element zc defines a norm pU on Nt by pU(+)=(u, I+]). 
Ni is also an ideal in the norm completion (E’, u) of (E’/N,, pu). 
Condition (a) implies that (P[N$+ 1% is norm convergent to zero in )
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(E’, zc). Hence we may assume, by 2.1, that the sequence is order convergent 
to zero in (E’, u). Condition (b) implies, via 3.3, that (41~: n E N} is a 
set of u.a.c. norm in E’, and hence the set {P[#]+in: n E N} is also of 
u.a.c. norm. By 2.6 (qbin) converges in norm to zero in the band Et, i.e., 
IIww1nll + 0 as n +- 00. This contradicts I&&)] >E for all n, since 
every fin belongs to the ideal generated by u. 
3.5 PROPOSITION : Let F, 4 0 be a sequence of bands in F. Then, for 
every norm bounded sequence (4%) in F’, the sequence (P’[F,&,) is a(F’, F)- 
convergent to zero. 
PROOF : For every f E F we have 
Kf, P’Vnl+n>l = IWFnlf, WI < IIP[~nlfll~ IIM ~JWV~lfll+ 0 as 
n-3-00. 
Using 3.4 and 3.5 we now obtain the following result. 
3.6 THEOREM : Let T E 9b(E, F). If IIP[Ei]T’P’[F,Jl + 0 a8 n + 00 
for all sequences EL 4 0 of bands in E’ and F, 4 0 of bands in F, then 
I(P[F,JTI( -+ 0 as a --f 00. 
PROOF : We show that IIT’P’[F,JII + 0 as n + 00. In order to obtain 
this it is sufficient to prove that for every sequence (&) in F; with 
]l$n]]< 1 we have IIT’P’[F,&ll + 0 as n +- 00. By 3.6 the sequence 
(P’[Fn]dn) is (T(E)‘, F)-convergent to zero. Since IT’1 is continuous, this 
implies that for every f E E 
I<I~‘P’[Fnl~nl~ f>l~WI’P’[F&a, Ifl>=G”[Fnl~nr ITl(lflD + 0 a* 
n+-00, 
i.e., (IT’W~&bl) is a(E’, E)-convergent to zero. 
Furthermore, every sequence Ei J, 0 of bands in E’ satisfies 
IIPIEIJT’P’[Fn]+nll < IIPIE~]T’P’[Fn]ll + 0 as n -+ 00. 
The required result follows from lemma 3.4. 
The next result is analogous to lemma 3.4. 
3.7 LEMMA: The sequence (f,,) in F converges in norm to zero if and 
only if 
(a) lim, +(lf,J)=O for all # E F’. 
(b) For every sequence F, 4 0 of bands in F we have IIPIF,,]fmll + 0 a8 
n+co. 
PROOF : We need only prove that the conditions are sufficient. Let 
(fn) satisfy (a) and (b), but suppose that the sequence does not converge 
in norm to zero. Then there exist an E > 0 and a subsequence (fin) such 
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that llfnJ/ >E for all n. Denote by B the band generated by the sequence 
(kn) in P. Then B has a weak order unit and order continuous norm ; 
hence there exists a strictly positive order continuous linear functional 
# on B. Condition (a) now implies that (fin) is norm convergent to zero 
in (B, 4) and by 2.1 we may assume that (/I%) is order convergent to zero 
in (B, 4). Condition (b) implies, via 3.3, that S= {fin: n E N) is of u.a.c. 
norm and so theorem 2.5 implies that Ilf 1% + 0 as n --f 00. This contra- 11 
diction completes the proof. 
3.8 PROPOSITION : Let Eii .J 0 be a sequence of bands in E’. Then we 
have for every norm bounded sequence (f,J in E that the sequence (P’[EL]fn) 
is (T(E”, E’)-convergent to zero. 
We omit the proof since it is identical to that of proposition 3.6. 
Using 3.7 and 3.3 we obtain the following result. 
3.9 THEOREM : Let T E Y*(E, F). If IIP[EL]T’P’[F,J + 0 as n --f 00 
for every sequence EL 4 0 of band8 in E’ and F, 4 0 of bands in F, then we 
have thut IIP[EL]T’II --f 0 a8 n + 00. 
PROOF : To prove that IIP[Ei]T’IJ --f 0 as n + 00, it is sufficient to 
show that IIP[Ei]T’&(l + 0 as n --f 00 for every sequence (&) in F; with 
ll&ll Q 1. This statement is however equivalent to the statement that for 
every sequence (fn) in E+ with llf,Jl< 1 we have that I(T”P’[Ei]fn, c&)I = 
= Kfn, P@lT’W --f 0 as n --t 00. Hence it is sufficient to show that 
IIT”p’[Ei]fnll + 0 as n -+ 00 for every sequence (f,J in E+ with llfnll < 1. 
From theorem 3.6 we infer that T[U], U the unit ball in E, is a set 
of u.a.c. norm and hence by theorem 2.9 T is a weakly compact operator. 
This implies that (T”P’[Ei]fA) is a sequence in F, and we can use 3.7 
to show that IjT”P’[Ek]fmjl + 0 as n + 00. By 3.8 the sequence (P’[EA]f,J 
is (T(E’, E’)-convergent to zero. Since IT”/ is continuous, this implies that 
for every + E F’ 
I(IT”P’[E~lfnl, &I < W’I’J”[E~lf~, MI> = (P’[Eiilfn, IT’1 I#> -+ 0 as 
n+w. 
Hence (IT’P’[E~]fnl) is a(F, F’) -convergent to zero. Furthermore we have 
for every sequence F, 4 0 of bands in F that 
IIPIFn]T”P’[E~lfnlI < IIP”[Fn]T”P’[E~III = IIPIEi]T’P’[Fn]ll + 0 aa 
n+00. 
The final result follows from 3.7. 
Theorems 3.6 and 3.9 enable us to formulate the following result. 
3.10 THEOREM: L-et E’ a?& F have order mtinuoue norm.9 and let 
T E 9(E, F). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) T[U] is a set of u.a.c. nom, U the unit ball in E. 
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P-4 IIWW’II --f 0 a8 n -+ co for every sequence PA 4 0 of bands in F. 
(4 Il~[Z]T’II +- 0 a8 n --f 00 for every sequence Ei 4 0 of bands in E’. 
(4 II~W~I~‘P’[~eJ II--f 0 aa n + co for all mpnces Ei 4 0 of bands in 
E’ and F, 4 0 of bands in F. 
If T is positive we may add 
(e) The norm of A?b(E, F) induced on [0, T] C ..P(E, F) is order continuous. 
PROOF: (a) e(b) is evident from the definition. 
04 *VI and (4 e(d) are the contents of theorems 3.6 and 3.9 
respectively. 
(e) + (b) is immediate, since P[Fn]T 4 0 in _Epb(E, P) for every sequence 
8, 4 0 of bands in F. 
(b) =+ (e). Let 0~ T, < T be a sequence of operators satisfying T, 4 0. 
We have to prove that the sequence (Td,) is norm convergent to zero 
for every sequence (fn) in E+ with Ilfnll< 1. We use lemma 3.7: For any 
C# E F’ it follows that lim, #(ITnfnl) < lim, IIT&hII=O since Ti 4 0 and the 
norm on E’ is order continuous. Also if F, 4 0 is a sequence of bands in 
F we have IIPIJ’a]Tnfnll < IIP[F$‘fnll =z V’[Fn]TII + 0 ~3 n --f 00. By 3.7 
we obtain the required result. 
Luxemburg and Zaanen ([4], theorem 7.3) proved for kernel operators 
in Banach function spaces that conditions similar to the conditions (a) 
to (d) in 3.10 are equivalent to the fact that the kernel operator is compact. 
Let (E’ @ F)dd denote the band generated by E’ @ F in 9b(E, F). In 
the special case that E and F are Banach function spaces every kernel 
operator belongs to this band. The following result therefore generalizes 
the main result of Luxemburg and Zaanen in [4]. The equivalence (a) e(f) 
is due to Nagel and Schlotterbeck who obtained it assuming that E and 
F have quasi-interior positive elements [S]. 
3.11 THEOREM: : Let E’ ad F have order cmtinwvus 9unnh9 and let 
T E (E’ @I F)dd. Then the following umditione are equivalent: 
(a) T is compact. 
(b) T[U] is a set of u.a.c. norm, U the unit ball in E. 
(4 IP[FnlTII -j 0 aa n + oo for every sequence F, 4 0 of bands in F. 
(4 II~[E~lT’Il + 0 aa n --f oo for every sequence Ei 4 0 of band8 in E’. 
(e) IIP[E~]T’P’[F,]II + 0 a8 n + 00 for all sequences Ei 4 0 of bands in 
E’ and F, 4 0 of ban&8 in F. 
If T i8 jm8itiVe we 7?.MXy add 
(f) The norm of Yb(E, F) induced on [0, Tj C A?b(E, F) is order continuou.9. 
PROOF: (a) a(b) follows from theorem 3.1. 
(b) =+ (a). As we observed earlier, condition (b) implies that T is 
L-weakly compact. However for operators T E (E’ @I F)w Dodds and 
Fremlin [ 1 ] proved that L-we&y compactness of T implies compactness 
of T. This completes the proof. 
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REM-K. We can also obtain the equivalence of (a) and (b) by im- 
plementing theorem 3.1. This proof then avoids the disjointness arguments 
used by Dodds and Fremlin in their proof of this result. 
We now show that if moreover E is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice 
and T a normal integral operator (order continuous operator), then the 
conditions (d) and (e) in 3.11 are equivalent to conditions which resemble 
closely the conditions given by Luxemburg and Zaanen for kernel operators 
in Banach function spaces. We shall use the fact that if T: E + F is a 
normal integral operator, then T’ maps F&, into E&. Hence, since F has 
order continuous norm, T’ maps F’ into E&. 
3.12 PROPOSITION: Let E’ and F have order wntinuoug norm28, let E 
be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice and assume T to be a normul integral 
operator. Con.sia?er the following wnditiom: 
(a) IIPIEli]T’J”[Fnl II -+ 0 as n + 00 for all sequences Ei 4 0 of bands in 
E’ and F, 4 0 of ban&s in F. 
(b) IIWW’[Enlll -+ 0 a8 n + 00 for all sequence E, 4 0 of ban& in E 
and F,, 4 0 of bands in F. 
(~1 IIW~IT’II --f 0 as n -+ oo for every sequence Ek 4 0 of bands in E’. 
(4 IIWJWII + 0 as n --f co for every sequence E, 4 0 of bands in E. 
Then we have (a) e (b) and (c) e(d) (and hence all the statemends are 
equivalent). 
PROOF: (a) =S (b). Let E, 4 0 b e a sequence of bands in E. By propo- 
sition 2.4(a) there exists a sequence EnUJ 0 of bands in E’ such that 
P’[E,JT’+ =P[E;]T’$ f or all I# E F’. By assumption we have for any 
sequence Fn J 0 of bands in F that IjP[En”]T’P’[F,]lj 3 0 as n -+ 00. 
Hence 
IIP[F,JTP[E,Jll= IIP’[EiJT’P’[F,Jll + 0 as n + 00. 
(c) =+ (d). This follows in exactly the same way. 
(b) =+ (a). Let EA 4 0 b e a sequence of bands in E’ and F, 4 0 a sequence 
of bands in F. By proposition 2.4(b) there exists a sequence E, 4 0 of 
bands in E such that P[E,&<P’[E,&$ for all + E (E&J)+. Let (d,,) be a 
sequence in F ; satisfying #&II < 1. Then we have 
IIJ’[~~]T’~‘[Ftzl~nll= II~[E~IlT’J=‘[F,l~nI II < 
< IIWLllT’~‘[~nl~~l II < IIWW”~‘V’rJll= llWnIW&]ll --f 0 - 
n--f 00 by (b). 
(d) =S (c). This follows in the same manner. 
3.13 COROLLARY : Let E’ and F have order continuous no4*m8 a& 
assume that E ie a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. If T E (E& @ F)u, 
then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(a) T is compact. 
(b) T[U] is a set of u.a.c. norm, U the unit ball in E. 
(0) IIVnlTII -+ 0 as n --f 00 for every sequence F, J. 0 of bands in F. 
(4 IITWnlll + 0 as n --f oo for every sequence E, 4 0 of bands in E. 
(0) IlW’d’~[EnIII + 0 as n -+ 00 for all sequences F, J 0 of bands in F 
and E, 4 0 of bands in E. 
If T is p&Sue we may add 
(f) The norm of P(E, F) induced on [0, T] C 2P(E, F) is order wntinuous. 
For kernel operators on Banach function spaces the equivalence of (a) 
to (e) is given in [4], theorem 7.3. 
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